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Poetic form has been a focus of contemporary studies of poetry. This is not only 
because poetic form is largely and deeply connected with literary and cultural 
tradition, but also because it is widely believed to be part of the meaning generating 
mechanism of poetry and thus become a necessary step in the pursuit of poetry 
meaning. 

The six articles in this thematic cluster demonstrate the scholarly endeavor 
from different perspective. harles ernstein s article itch of oetry  offers a 
philosophical exploration to the relationship between the ethic and the aesthetic 
of poetry. William aker s paper applies co nitive poetics to a readin  of arold 

inter s poetry, and by focusin  on meanin , affect, perceived ualities, and 
versification,” he discusses the difference between traditional scansion of metre, 
sound and rhythm, and different modes of hearing speech sounds and their thematic 
meanin . lwan oon s essay analy es the strate y employed by Wordsworth of a 
community inte ratin  the loss of the dead into the community s natural and social 
surroundings without reduction of their differences, and thus the ethical power 
of Wordsworth s poetic strate y. eon ho oon s article e amines W. . eats s 

aster  throu h an interpretative lens of eatsian temporality and discusses 
how eats employs a poetics of temporality in writin  history into his own 
times. en  Mei and onwabile Mnwana s article, by e plorin  the poetic form 
of the Xhosa praise poetry that is deeply rooted in the Xhosa traditional culture, 
demonstrates its struggle for a cultural and aesthetical uniqueness in the context of 
hi h culture. ao  article observes Milton s and helly s oems from a perspective 
of ethical criticism and emphasi es the literary traditon of poetry s moral fuction.  

he articles, whether re readin  classics or rediscoverin  contemporary works, 
offers an echo to harles ernstein s claim that oetics is the ethical refusal of 
morality in the name of aesthetics.”




